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Lt's reinvent government. An audacious
claim, but the newest rallying cry for federal,
state, and local reforms. The public mood isn't

just impatient with incumbents, it is restless with
the status quo of government itself. President
Bill Clinton is the latest advocate. His National
Performance Review (NPR), led by Vice Presi
dent AI Gore, argues for historic change in how

government works, "from red tape to results to
create a government that works better and costs
less." It acknowledges that the federal govern

ment is not only broke, but broken. 1

The Clinton administration claims that
its recommendations, ifenacted, will save $108
billion over five years, but that genuine change
will require a decade of concerted effort. The

1 Creating a Government that Works Better and Costs Less,

Report of the National Performance Review, Vice President

AI Gore, Chair (Washinton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing

Office, September 7, 1993).
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initial reaction by Congress has been more of
a yawn. The odds are not favorable for suc
cessfully achieving the full 'vision,' where citizens

conclude that they are getting a dollar ofvalue
for every dollar of taxes paid.

Even so, if just the intergovernmental re
forms promised by the NPR actually happen,
Virginia and all other states would benefit. It would
be a sea change ifthe federal government affirmed
that states are laboratories of democracy, far
preferred to relying on a one-size-fits-all national
model. Our federal grants and service delivery
system also needs a complete retooling. Currently
600 different grant programs distribute $226
billion in grants (with 150 in employment and
training alone), producing bureaucracy and regu
lations but rarely focusing on results.

The NPR calls on Congress to consolidate
55 grants into 6 and, more radically, to allow the
states and localities to do their own 'bottom up'

grant consolidations. This would mean that the

states and localities could put together the many
small federal grants to meet their own special needs,
with simple notification to Washington when
combining grants smaller than $10 million each.
The NPR also calls for limits on unfunded man
dates, given the more than 170 pieces ofexisting
legislation imposing requirements on state and
local governments.
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reform, but with
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rethinking.
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RINVENTING GOVERNMENT
AfOVEAfENT
The Clinton administration is a latecomer. The true
innovators have been the nation's governors, may
ors, and legislators, who have been busily
experimenting from Massachusetts to Texas, and
from California to Florida. Any place with economic
downturn is fertile ground. Corporate America is
also familiar with both the reinvention talk and the
reality ofits effect on competition, productivity, and
restructuring.

The call for entrepreneurial government may
be met with disbelief by many. Skeptics may label
'reinventing government' a fad-just new seman
tics for anti-government sentiments, or a fig-leaf for
the cruelties of cutbacks, downsizing, and unwill
ingness to increase taxes. However, its support base
is clearly broader than past management reforms,
which rarely created best-sellers or had symbolic appeal
to both elite and populist. Reinventing government
also appeals to political leaders across party lines:
Democrats want the reforms so that government
can do more, Republicans so that government does
less, but does it better.

Another difference is the philosophy of this
reform. Popularized (and simplified) by advocates
like authors David Osborne and Ted Gaebler, rein
venting government covers what is happening in
the real-world front lines and supports its practitio
ners with a collection of social science theories on
open systems, organization and management, tech
nology and innovation, leadership, and economic
public choice.2 Undeniably, the movement still has
many rough edges. For instance, it misses the
distinctiveness of governing, and it downplays the
public demand for greater institutional and personal
accountability beyond simple market responsiveness
o t nat e co t 0 1 i ).

SUBSTANTIVE REFORMS
Apart from all the popularized media attention, what
are the valuable messages that can be fruitfully ap
plied in Virginia, to reform the substance and process
of government?

1. CUT UNNECESSARY SPENDING &
RED TAPE
By organization structure & process. The learn
ing organization is in: leaner, decentralized, with
fewer hierarchical layers and a greater ability to re
spond quickly to new problems. Bureaucracy is

2 David Osborne and Ted Gaebler, Reinventing Government: How

the Entrepreneurial Spirit is Transforming the Public Sector (New

York: Plume Books, 1992).

rejected as a workable alternative. The criticisms
generally resemble those of Florida's reinventers:

State government in Florida is more efficient
than most-but that is like saying it is one of
the hardiest of the dinosaurs. Despite some
improvements, it remains a creature of the In
dustrial Age. It is slow. It is ponderous. It is
often inefficient. And it is expensive.3

The conceptual revolution is to "flip the pyramid
upside down," so that the first goal is to support
service delivery. This requires looking beyond a public
agency's organization and focusing on the overall
network of delivery, including public, private, and
nonprofit parties. This view considers a more var
ied service mix, including privatization.

he recent ational ommission on the tate
and Local Public Service, an umbrella effort stretching
across all 50 states, has a reinventing government
platform. Called the Winter Commission after its
chairman, former Mississippi Governor William F.
Winter, it calls for removing the barriers to lean,
responsive government. The fourth recommenda
tion in its first report is:

Flatten the bureaucracy by reducing the number
of management layers between the top and
bottom ofagencies and thinning the ranks of
managers who remain. 4

Instead of the traditional 1 manager to every
7 workers, the transformed organization allows much
broader spans of control-l manager to 30 work
ers, for example-by reorganizing around
self-managing teams. The hierarchy ofeach Virgin
ia agency needs examining for the number of
managerial layers; the organization ofstaff, regional,
and field offices; and the overhead costs of head
quarters and central processes. Work processes also
need to be examined: can equal or better results be
a 0 Ii h 01' t r
people, and performing more value-added tasks?

By function & service base. Virginia state
officials need to examine seriously what state agen
cies do, considering options that will rock the boat.
As the Winter Commission recommends:

Temper the fragmentation of government by
consolidating or eliminating as many overlap
ping or underperforming units as possible
through a "base-closure" approach. 5

The problem, of course, lies in the political
sacred cows-programs for which the rationale has
disappeared but the interest groups feel entitled. How

3 State of Florida, Governor's Commission for Government By

the People. Final Report, volume 1, 1991, p. 3.

4 Hard Truths/Tough Choices) First Report of the National Com

mission on the State and Local Public Service (Albany, New York:

Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government, 1993), p. 23.

5 Hard Truths/Tough Choices, p. 17.
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SOURCE: Report of the National Performance Review, p. 7.

Here's how. We will:

Principles of the National Performance Review

We will invent a government that puts
people first, by:

3

Cutting unnecessary spending
Serving its customers

powering its emp oyees
Helping communities solve their own

problems
Fostering excellence

• Create a clear sense of mission
• Steer more, row less
• Delegate authority and responsibility
• Replace regulations with incentives
• Develop budgets based on outcomes
• Expose federal operations to competition
• Search for market, not administrative,

solutions
• Measure our success by customer

satisfaction

•

•

•
•

the most frustrating culprits that stymie efficiency.
The front runners were the central processes of :
procurement, personnel, accounting, and budget
ing-cross-cutting systems that affect every aspect
of government practice in Virginia.

The public budget process, for example, should
be changed to reward good management and
economy. Rather than encouraging the spending
frenzy at the end of each fiscal year, agencies would
be allowed to retain a percentage of what they do
not spend by the end of the year, putting these sav
ings into a ROI 'investment kitty' for the agency to
use flexibly to achieve its highest priorities.

Another idea is a productivity investment fund,
such as Pennsylvania pioneered. A pot of money,

$15 million, i held back from he re ular bud
geting process. Then all agencies compete for those
funds to use on projects that will pay back the in
vestment within two to three years from productivity
gains. Even though such projects can often achieve
significant permanent savings, they traditionally fall
into the cracks between the state's operating and
capital budgets.

External regulations, though imposing very
real costs on the economy, do not show up in the
public budget and thus need another hard look.
Rather than just pruning regulations by the pound,
more consideration needs to be given to changing
the system dynamics for incentives, such as with
'Reg Neg,' an innovative negotiation strategy that

6 Ibid., p. 24.

many taxpayers would guess, for example, that five
years offederal mohair subsidies equal an estimated
$923 million? Public programs rarely get pruned,
even in a low-tax state like Virginia. This means
that programs with greater merit suffer, because scarce
resources must be spread too thin. Instead of mar
ket competition, bureaucratic politics thrives, as great
an art and practice as electoral politics, but with
fewer people controlling the play. The all-or-noth
ing strategy of the 'base-closure' approach, used to
close and con olidate military bases, can help break
the gridlock, by arriving at a closure list (that can
not be amended) for the governor and legislature to
approve or reject as a whole.

By investment & productivity mindset. The
bi - icture,' 0/20 rule' ur es reforms focused on
the strategic 20% that will yield 800/0 of the total
results. Common sense suggests not treating every
thing alike-for instance, being wary ofsimply relying
on across-the-board cuts or position freezes-and
attending to significant payoffs. Saving 7% from a
$100 million enterprise is big money, but saving
70/0 from a $100,000 enterprise is not ifit takes
equal effort to achieve. Larger organizations merit
more attention since they tend to have more over
head, a larger hierarchy, and possibly economies of
scale. The 'budget-busting' programs like correc
tions and Medicaid need top priority attention to
reassert some measure of control and choice.

Any good business executive knows that
neglecting to reinvest in the business will put it
behind the competitive curve in the future. Gov
ernment officials also need to live by 'RO!,' or
return-on-investment. Consider an early retirement
option, for example. Will it produce long-term costs
in pension payments that will overshadow the present
savings in balancing this year's budget? Such an option
might result in unpredictable, uneven patterns of
retirements that would leave vital functions
undermanned, forcing new workers to be hired and
new cost obligations to be incurred.

Bygovernment deregulation. Ifgovernments
de-layer, then they must also deregulate, both in
ternally and externally, since fewer people will be
dedicated to rule enforcement. The Winter Com
mISSIon urges:

Deregulate government by (1) reforming the
civil service, including reduced use of veter
ans preference and seniority; (2) streamlining
the procurement process; and (3) making the
budgeting process more flexible. 6

The Virginia Governor's Commission on Ef
ficiency in Government (appointed by Governor
Gerald Baliles in 1986) polled state managers for
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of dependence
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brings to the table all the affected parties, allows
them to interact informally, and builds consensus.
2. SERVE CUSTOMERS
By organizing around service needs. Government
reform should begin with the question, "Ifwe could
start from scratch, is this how we would choose to
design the system?" The bigger the reality gap, the
more work needs to be done. Traditional public
programs are driven more by historical accidents
and political pressures from constituency groups
(including providers) and professional specialties than
by demands of the people receiving the service. Turf
battles cause agencies to fragment service delivery
and vie for clients, with few self-correcting, incen
tive-based mechanisms to force change. In Virginia,
for example, a legislativ commission has propos d
an umbrella agency for consolidating long-term care
and aging services. Individuals and families can be
lost between the cracks as each program myopically
addresses only one part of their problems. A cus
tomer-driven vision would be to coordinate actual
service delivery to families across agencies and across
cabinet lines.

Consider how long it took Virginia to allow
one-stop environmental permit application by co
locating field offices of state regulatory agencies in
the 1980s. The recent consolidation of these agen
cies into one Virginia Department ofEnvironmental
Quality is a logical extension to work on quicker
and better service delivery and coordination.

By aspiring to customer satisfaction. The
word 'customer' invokes an image of independence
and choice; the traditional notion ofthe public agency
'client,' on the other hand, has often invoked im
ages ofdependence and passivity. Those who receive
public services, as well as taxpayers in general, need
to be empowered to become active in shaping pub
lic agency offerings.

A public agency's performance traditionally
has been evaluated by how well the agency follows
the rules and responds to upper-level directives and
inquiries. But the more direct way to enhance pub
lic confidence in Virginia government is to ask
customers, "How are we doing, and what could we
do better?" Albrecht and Zemke speak of"moments
of truth"-the customer's last encounter, which
shapes his or her opinion of the overall institution.
Front-line public employees-the cop, the garbage
collector, the intake clerk, the social worker, the en
vironmental inspector, the teacher-either build or
erode public confidence in government by their daily
actions.7

7Karl Albrect and Ron Zemke, Service America (Homewood, IL:

Dow-Jones, Irwin, 1985).

Perhaps every Virginia agency could adopt these
simple customer principles, as the NPR has done:

• survey customers to find out what kind and
quality of services they want;

• post standards and results measured against those
desires;

• benchmark performance against "the best in
business";

• offer choices in both source of service and
delivery means;

• make information, services, and complaint
systems easily accessible;

• handle inquiries and deliver services with
courtesy;

• create pleasant surroundings for customers; and
·provid r dr s for oor s . s. 8

By good-value government. Public surveys
show that citizens have a greater appetite for public
services than for the taxes and fees that make them
possible. Efficiency can be penny-wise but pound
foolish if it results in shoddy, sketchy service that
accomplishes little and frustrates most clients. The
key is not to count just cost efficiency-input to
output- but to focus on service efficiency, consider
ing both the impact and the effectiveness ofthe policy.
Preventive spending on underprivileged infants and
youth, for example, is an investment against the later
profligate costs of criminality, disease, and unem
ployment.

3. EMPOWER EMPLOYEES
By changing how government views its people.
Empowerment is the way to realize all these other
goals by first changing the work culture. State gov
ernment still has a bureaucratic mindset. Max Weber's
ideal bureaucrat was "without hatred and passion,
without affection or enthusiasm." But in today's global
marketplace, employers want their employees to be
passionate and enthusiastic about their mission and
work.

In reality, most public employees started out
with high public service idealism, but they have been
worn down by bureaucracy and frustration. Offi
cial state government does far too little in valuing,
appreciating, or motivating those at the bottom and
on the front lines. Many of these public employees
become quite resilient, creating the paradox of pub
lic employees who love their work, but hate the job
and the system. Others become apathetic, feeling
they are treated as mindless automatons, creating a
self-fulfilling prophecy.

By creating high-performance workplaces
that tap the full capabilities of public employ
ees. A world that has changed dramatically means

8 Report of the National Performance Review, p. 47.
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that jobs have changed drastically as well. It is im
possible to write rules that will anticipate and govern
every situation. Most public employees are profes
sionals who must exercise judgment and discretion.
With more decentralized authority, those on the front
lines, with the best knowledge, can solve their own
problems; then the focus of accountability can shift
from rule-following to performance and results.

The Winter Commission calls for a revolu-
tion in the human equation to:

Create a learning government by (1) restor
ing employee training and education budgets;
(2) creating a new skills package for all em
ployees; (3) basing pay increases on skills, not
time in position; (4) insisting on a new kind
ofproblem- olving manager, not merely a paper
passer; an (5) encouraging a new style of
labor-management communication.9

To work smarter, people have to be smarter,
better prepared, and eager to apply their talents.
Any wise enterprise invests in its capital. Because
governments are labor-intensive, their biggest asset
and potential is human capital This means invest
ing in training and development, as well as giving
employees the incentives and rewards to challenge
them to higher achievement. State governments spend
only a pittance on training, far below what busi
nesses dedicate to human resource development. The
Winter Commission recommends a stable learning
budget ofat least 3 percent of total personnel costs.

To make these modern organizations work,
the Winter Commission calls for every public em
ployee to be competent in team building,
communication, and the skills needed to involve
other employees, as well as to be committed to quality
and cultural awareness. To accomplish the agenda
of reinventing government, states need first to re
form their ci il service systems, which are usually
Industrial-Age creatures of the 1930s through the
1950s (including Virginia's system).

Government employment used to promise job
security (dependent safety). In the future, that promise
ought to be enhanced employability (independent
capability), so even if the government job disap
pears, the employee has skills attractive to other
employers. In summary, the empowerment strat
egy offers a different employment contract to public
workers and a different service contract to citizens,
both ofwhich honor democratic values by treating
people as mature adults expected to be accountable
and responsible for their own self-government,
direction, and ultimate success.

9 Hard Truths/Tough Choices, p. 40.

4. HELP COMMUNITIES SOLVE
THEIR OWN PROBLEMS
By citizen involvement & public confidence in
government. Many citizens do not trust their own
governments. One way to restore public confidence
is to apply reinvention to the electoral process of :
campaigning and the governing process of office
holding. Last year, Governor Douglas Wilder's bi
partisan Commission on Campaign Finance Reform,
Government Accountability, and Ethics recom
mended 37 reform measures, arguing for more
meaningful, full public disclosure; educating all public
employees on how to prevent ethical violations; and
avoiding any appearance of impropriety or conflict
of interest by public officials.

Sometimes state and local governments can get
so professional that citizens are shut out from mean
ingful participation in solving their own problems.
Instead, they are relegated to empty exercises like public
hearings, which are really neither public nor hearings.
"Government by commission" is a Virginia tradition,
with every governor appointing thousands ofcitizens
to numerous advisory, policy, and supervisory boards.
But how effective is each body in contributing to the
public debate and executing public programs? Even
it every board is effective, such top-down citizen in
put is still not enough.

Government alone cannot solve society's prob
lems, nor should it try. We need to rebuild genuine
civic capacity. Citizens who participate in address
ing their own public problems are more likely to
become interested in public careers-not just as civil
servants, but also as elected and appointed officials,
and, most importantly, as community leaders.

By enhanced state-local relations. Under a
Jeffersonian notion of democracy the state is sover
eign, but the local levels are the indispensable vehicles
for self-government, participation, and community
affiliation. Virginia has a great advantage since any
reforms can build on (and are made possible by) a
simple, straightforward map of local governments
and sound professional practice. Reinventing gov
ernment started with local governments; and many
Virginia localities, from Norfolk to Danville, are
veterans committed to its agenda.

The state's role is to do its utmost to facilitate
local action that leads to flourishing, vibrant com
munities. Sometimes this means the state does more,
sometimes less. Economic development is an excel
lent example where reinventing government strategies
can help stimulate growth. Businesses are most at
tracted by the specifics ofa region and a community,
as well as by the state's overall business climate (e.g.,
tax or labor policy). Growth comes with prudent
development and an enviable quality oflife, including
public services.

Because

governments are

labor-intensive,

their biggest asset

and potential

is human capital.
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Thriving regions are able to compete on an
interstate and global basis. But are there enough
incentives and flexibility for communities that must
strive harder, such as Hampton Roads with its nec
essary defense conversion? Do state agencies facilitate
or block innovative local effort? In the past year, for
example, the localities in the Richmond region have
gotten together for the first time to agree to work
toward a common regional agenda. Does the state
make such sensible, coordinated action among 10
calities more or less likely?

5. FOSTER EXCELLENCE
By tough jobs done with quality. A 'just-good
enough' standard for public services won't suffice
for the futur . MacDonald's is a iant of industry,
but all it is concerned with is fast food, done consis
tently. Government services are not routine, simple
stuff; they aim to improve some ongoing quality of
the person or community served.

Think about some of the difficult tasks that
state and local agencies perform: Helping people
overcome mental illness and substance abuse and
reclaim their ability to function everyday. Appre
hending, trying, incarcerating, and rehabilitating
felons. Exercising sound stewardship that protects
fragile ecosystems while allowing sustainable devel
opment. Targeting and assisting at-risk children.
Educating the next generation's workforce and leaders.
All must be done with quality.

By doing everything smarter, better, faster,
cheaper. America is experiencing the quality revo
lution that Edward Deming's message addressed 40
years ago. The Japanese listened and fervently fol
lowed his message of total quality management.
Quality is not the top-of-the-line luxury version.
Quality is regular value and reliability in all prod
ucts and services, achieved by continuous process
improvements-not one thing done 1000/0 better,
but 100 things done 1% better in every cycle. Su
perman heroics are not expected, but simply a quality
workplace where ordinary people can produce their
best results. New thresholds for standards and per
formance are eagerly sought.

By breaking the 'not-invented-here' barrier.
Agencies and employees need to 'think outside the
box,' to take ownership for creative solutions and
their sound implementation. Public managers and
employees should also be encouraged to consult with
their peers in other states to identifY quality approaches
that have worked under real conditions. Within the
innovation process, it is the initial leaders that wrestle
with the highest trial and error. Like Japan's post
Wodd War II strategy, the wisest choice is often to
be the fast fOllowers, who pick up a new approach
after it has been successfully demonstrated elsewhere.

A.ONGOING PROCESS
OF REFORM
The recent fanfare that hails reinventing govern
ment as radical reform overlooks a well-known fact
about how innovation really occurs. All organiza
tions, including government agencies, 'reinvent' any
new idea or technology as they incorporate it into
their own environments. Change does not happen
without organizational ownership-the human desire
and ability to make one's own changes, and create
something uniquely one's own.

Virginia governments would never borrow a
new computer, client system, or set of laws from
another state without significant effort to make it
fit our own particular needs. This tinkering leads to
s rior r ul , 0 z
to the agency's or community's needs and builds
commitment among those who must live with it
daily. When viewed in this way, every state and lo
cality must reinvent government for and with their
citizens.

Virginia already has a strong tradition ofpro
ductive tinkering and a legacy of clean, good
government at both the state and local levels. In
this century three reform themes have held sway in
Virginia: simplify structure, consolidate authority,
and practice frugality. Before the Great Depression
Governor Westmoreland Davis championed the first
executive budget, centralized the state purchasing
system, and created prison industries. Governor Harry
Byrd reorganized state government. At the local level,
the city-manager form of progressive government
was first tried in Staunton and flourishes today.

In more recent times, the Hopkins Commis
sion during the second term of Governor Mills
Godwin (R) was the last top-to-bottom reorganiza
tion study; it built on the earlier recommendations
of the Zimmer Commission under Governor
Linwood Holton (R). The Hopkins Commission
led to the creation ofthe governor's cabinet to oversee
policy and management. The Robb administration
began regulatory reform. The Governor's Com
mission on Efficiency in Government during the
Baliles administration combined both internal agency
reviews with private-sector advice and began the
privatization debate. While many of its suggestions
were implemented, that commission stopped short
ofchanging the way government operates or how it
is structured. The Wilder administration's Project
Streamline was an internal review process, backed
up by cutback budgeting, which has wrung out much
'fat' in state government. But what do the next four
years hold?
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10 See the author's University o/Virginia News Letter, March 1987, 7
on this subject.

LEADERSHIP BY GOVERNOR &
GENERAL ASSEAfBLY
Strong vision and leadership within the statehouse,
both executive and legislative, is necessary to create
the state policy climate to assure that Virginia will be
a leader among the states as we enter the 21st century.

In his first day ofoffice, Governor George Allen
(R) created a strike force to improve state govern
ment, chaired by Otis Brown, a former cabinet official
in the Dalton administration, and with its 60 mem
bers drawn mainly from the private sector. This effort
can be part of Governor Allen's 'creative conserva
tism' strategy to build a political constituency for
changing the way in which government works and
delivers value to citizens. It will take political savvy
o et all t e ece take-

holders: (1) the General Assembly, (2) the
private-sector community, (3) public employees, (4)
clients and providers of government services, and
(5) citizens at-large.

While bringing in respected and talented people
from the private sector, the governor should also
give them partners in government with whom to
work, inviting state employees and managers to be
their 'best professional selves' and make significant
contributions to redeploying services for better quality
and results. State employees live daily with bureau
cratic nonsense and inefficiency. The governor should
set up formal processes and encourage informal ways
to get their opinions and ideas for improvement.
Their input should be listened to thoughtfully.

Once the policy strategies have been selected
and a report is issued, the real work of implemen
tation will require Trojan efforts. The best-laid plans
can lay idle on the shelf. The best guarantee will be
a process that re-energizes employees and makes
them advocates of change by giving them owner
shi . No sin e olicy or program objective is ever
aided by an unmotivated workforce or, worse, pas
sive resistance.

While the governor is the chief personnel of
ficer ofthe Commonwealth, it would be more effective
if the governor were viewed as a positive leader of
the state public service. The morale ofstate employees
is already low. They have endured years of pay cuts
and program cutbacks. Given the depth and length
of the recession, economic morale boosters like pay
raises will not be easy or even likely in the near fu
ture. Nor are monetary rewards necessarily motivators;
what motivates is challenging work and a chance to
be part of something significant and meaningful.
Since this is the first party-turnover in 12 years, state
employees are expecting the worst, even if their own
jobs are not in jeopardy.

A PERSONNEL STUMBLING BLOCK •
Unfortunately, the gubernatorial transition was
marred by the controversy created when Governor
elect Allen in December requested the resignations
of 450 state employees. Some were agency heads,
who clearly are political appointees serving at the
pleasure of the governor; but hundreds of others
were 'exempt' employees, who technically can be
fired at will by their appointing authority, the agency •
head. It is not surprising that the governor-elect's
transition office, working on a huge task in a few
weeks, did not fully understand exactly what 'ex
empt employees' are.

In 1985, at the initiative of Governor Robb,
the General Assembly passed the vague Senate Bill
( 643, e e e 0 edly policy-rna 
ing positions from civil service protection. IO This
law mirrors a trend in most other states to give the
governor greater personnel power over those in policy
making posts at the top ofthe state hierarchy. Suffice
it to say, however, that Virginia's approach is un
like that ofany other state; and its convoluted coverage
by hierarchical level in no way assures that all and
only policy-making positions will be targeted. For
example, many highly trained specialists like medi
cal examiners and tax experts are on the exempt list.
Even the best-written exempt laws open up a hornet's
nest ofpolitical, personnel, and legal issues. Twelve
states have instead adopted Senior Executive Ser
vices, which give policymakers greater choice over
who will be on their top teams, but still protect
careerists' employment rights.

Over the last eight years, the SB 643 provi
sion has been invoked in a few instances for individuals
only. But surely the Democratic governor and leg
islature that passed it must have considered the future
possibility of split party control and the Republi
cans once again occupying the governor's mansion.
This raises the very controversial issues of patron
age that is too broad and state operations that are
politicized.

Deftly handling this personnel issue will re
quire balancing the legitimate need of the governor
to have his own policy team and exercise his per
sonnel and management powers with the
requirements for implementing the flawed SB 643
on a significant scale.

The governor must first appoint his agency
heads, since they are the "appointing authorities"
who must remove exempt employees. The agency
heads must then hire replacements through the civil
service open competitive process, usually entailing
open advertisement, a selection committee, and in-

The best strategy

will be aprocess

that re-energizes

employees and

makes them

advocates of change

by giving them

ownership.



: terview schedules. For the awkward interim, pre
: sumably the incumbent would be kept on or another
: could be appointed in an acting capacity.

The governor's administration must also go
: through a learning period, when they will have to
: weigh their policy agenda against the utility ofcon
: ducting a case-by-case analysis of each exempt'
: employee's merits, to avoid a rash oflawsuits. These
: people are often the ones with the institutional knowl
: edge and wisdom for getting things done at the
: operational level. Many have spent their whole ca
: reers in state government and have no partisan
: affiliation, although some are undoubtedly politi
: cally savvy.

Optimistically, the governor's full team of400+
: exempt employees could be in place by summer,
: but it may take a year to get everyone on board.
: Obviously, a short-term price is paid, in terms of
: attention to the legislative session, the biennium
: budget, substantive reforms like parole and rein
: vention, and the appointment in June of thousands
: of members to state boards and commissions. Pos
: sible long-term damage might be a brain drain of
: talent within state agencies; a diminished capacity
: for a dedicated, professional civil service workforce;
: and an image of politicized, unstable government
: delivery.

No one is well served by the current SB 643
: law. It is not a workable system when it risks op
: erational and policy paralysis while the governor
: exercises his needed power to have a policy team
: extending below agency heads (but one fewer than
: 450 in number), responsible and responsive to his
: direction for the agencies of the executive branch.
: Every careerist, whether exempt or not, should do

his or her utmost to be fully accountable to and
support the governor.

The answer is not to go back to the pre-1985
state of affairs. Every state is grappling with how to
make their civil service systems more flexible and
responsive to the times. A better answer can be found
by employing a 'reinventing government' prescrip
tion. The governor and legislature must reach
consensus about the positive empowerment of en
suring responsive, professional, and quality service
from Virginia's public servants.

CNCLUSION
A 1992 poll by the U.S. Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations asked people which level
of government they felt gives them the least value
for the money. Ofthose responding, 49% said 'fed
eral,' 180/0 said 'local,' and 16% said 'state.' Overall,
public confidence and trust in all governments has
slumped since 1987, according to ACIR polls. In
Virginia, it is easy to look across the Potomac and
say how bad the federal government is. But we should
not be complacent until we have done our best to
reinvent and better Virginia's contribution to good
government.

Reinvention really is continuously learning and
aspiring to do better-not with one-time splashy re
form, but with a continuous rethinking. We need to
ensure, first, that our government honors our consti
tutional Founders (led by Virginians like Thomas
Jefferson and James Madison) by delivering on
democracy's promises; and, second, that it keeps pace
with the changing realities ofa global village that would
have been unimaginable to this country's Founders.-
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